Connecting Business Value to Learning

Allstate Enterprise Learning and Development

42% of core
skills will
change by
2022*

Skills. New
resources.
Culture of
learning

Enhance
infrastructure

World Economic Forum: Future of Jobs report; 2018**
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Where we are on our journey
Current State

Our Journey
In 2019, we continued to move towards a culture of learning, providing
new resources and simplifying the learner journey.
We acknowledged the need to integrate performance with learning to help
employees grow their careers inside and outside the organization.

Our roadmap
Build
capabilities

Employees understand the need for future skills and we’re focused on
raising awareness about how to grow their career at Allstate . Learning is currently
decentralized and recording of learning varies across Allstate. Overall, time is the
biggest barrier to learning.

By the numbers*
Skills, knowledge and experiences
to help people grow, perform and
develop.

Enable a culture of learning
through a simplified learning
experience journey

20+
learning teams across Allstate support employees.

Time
the biggest obstacle to learning identified by employees.

Deploy new resources and tools
for employees
Change Navigation and CommunicationStrategy

Build a foundation to enable a culture of
learning to help employees grow current and
future career aspirations

*Source: learning recorded in TalentConnection. Records vary company -wide.

391,230
hours of learning completed in 2019 and 4,136 courses
completed.*

A majority
of employees say they understand what skills they
will need in the future to be a valuable
contributor.
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Our strategy aligns with Allstate’s business goals
In 2019, Enterprise Learning and Development aligned goals to Our Shared Purpose, Allstate’s Operating Priorities and Quantum value drivers to ensure we meet the needs of
the business, while promoting employability for our people.

Our Shared
Purpose

We are the Good Hands® | We help customers realize their hopes and dreams by providing the best products and services to protect
them from life’s uncertainties and prepare them for the future.

ALLSTATE OPERATING PRIORITIES
Better Serve Our Customers

Achieve Target Economic
Returns on Capital

Proactively Manage
Investments

Grow Customer Base

Build Long-Term Growth
Platforms

HUMAN RESOURCE PURPOSE
Build an inspiring, inclusive, purpose-driven culture and workforce that drives superior business performance.

ENTERPRISE LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT VISION
Allstate Enterprise Learning and Development provides the foundation for an integrated learning model for AORs and Allstate Businesses,
providing comprehensive learning solutions to meet needs of the business while building a culture of learning in the organization.

BUSINESS
VALUE
DRIVERS

Simple
quality

Community
affiliation

Rewarding
engagement

Design
aesthetics

New Ideas and Limiting Beliefs
Or, let’s pause for a second for something completely different…

The Wind Tree

Precious, Vulnerable, NEW
We can’t
allow the
past to
become too
powerful

Outdated

Outdated Tech

Limiting Beliefs about Reporting & Technology
L&D Limiting Beliefs…
• It’s challenging to extract useful information from our vast data blob
• Using a variety statistical techniques, we can extract virtually any meaning from all the
numbers and present stories to the business as needed
• Too many survey types, desired outcomes, different reporting locations, etc. to
organize data en masse
• Collecting data necessary for our external reporting will always be a chore, but we’ll
just deal with it, it’s only a couple of times a year we need to drag ourselves through
the slog

Time to Challenge Our Beliefs

What are some limiting beliefs – the outdated ideas – holding your organization back
from better learning reporting? 
https://my.thoughtexchange.com/#680051656

Allstate’s MTM Journey
Where We Are and Where We Are Headed

Portfolio Evaluation Model: Allstate’s Why
Stop the Wind Tree: Simplify and modernize Allstate’s
data collection strategy
Look at ROI and ROE through a new lens. Communicate
L&D’s contribution to the
bottom line from a broader perspective.
Ensures alignment between L&D’s results
and the desired business impact

Business Fit – MTM and Allstate
Be a learning organization that leverages successes, learns
from failures, and continuously improves

Take an enterprise view of our people, processes and
work as a single team to advance Allstate
Use consumer insights, data, technology and people to
better serve customers and generate growth

Looking Inside MTM at Allstate:
What’s Really There?

10,986 Questions
5,932 Courses

1,093 Surveys

Transitioning to the Portfolio Model

2019

2020
118 Surveys
766
Questions
2,178
Courses

9 Standard
Surveys
24 Standard
Questions
2,178+
Courses

Driving Value Through Systematic,
Scalable Measurement
Overall L&D
Portfolio

Training resources strategically aligned to
business priorities? Are we impacting
them?
Portfolio performance – Where do we need to
prioritize our efforts?

Course

Which courses are driving Portfolio results? How
can we improve design, delivery, etc.?

Class

• What needs immediate attention?
• Instructors and courseware meeting expectations?
• Technology/environment supporting the learner experience?

Portfolio Model and LMS Connection
• Adding Portfolio Model measurement types to our LMS
• All LMS Courses will have the MTM measurement types
• Adds data governance and consistency across courses. Not all LMS courses are in
MTM
• Added ability to analyze non-MTM courses for alignment to business objectives
• Allows data analysis from a quantitative perspective (quick analysis) and an
integrated perspective when combined with MTM

Snapshot: L&D Investments / Distribution
Operational Efficiency
# Active Courses
% of Catalog
Audience Reach
% L&D Budget Allocation

Drive Growth
767
35%
70%
50%

709
33%
25%
25%

Foundational Skills

Mitigate Risk
# Active Courses
% of Catalog
Audience Reach
% L&D Budget Allocation

# Active Courses
% of Catalog
Audience Reach
% L&D Budget Allocation

142
7%
100%
10%

# Active Courses
% of Catalog
Audience Reach
% L&D Budget Allocation

560
26%
44%
15%

Estimating Performance Improvement

65%

59%

72%

65%

18%

Factor

Item

Estimate

Over time, my job performance in areas related to this content will
improve _%.

65%

I would attribute _% of my expected improvement to this learning
experience.

59%

(Post Event)

Isolate

The content is applicable to _% of my job.

72%

An adjustment for response bias, confidence, and conservatism.*

65%

(Post Event)

Isolate

Amount

(Post Event)

Adjust

*Based on MTM research study

Allstate’s MTM Timeline

Portfolio Model
Kickoff
Q3 2019

Portfolio Measurement
Types
Q1 2020

Learning Partner Forums
Q1 2020

Portfolio Model
Launch
Q2 2020

Dashboard Integration
Q2 2020

Human Capital Dashboard
Q4 2020

How Does MTM Impact Your Business Strategy?

Demonstrating L&D’s Value
How does MTM Impact Your Business’ Strategy?

https://my.thoughtexchange.com/#234734053

The Cultural Fit
Data Literacy, Storytelling, and Making Metrics Stick

Conditions for Success

Engage with
Trending
Skills

Leading with
Analytics

Reporting in
Language of
Business

Unified
message and
rally cry
across
enterprise

Employee: Trending Skills
2. Data
Management &
Predictive Analytics
Using current data and
historical trends to
better predict what the
future holds

8. Culture of
Customer
Experience

10. Constructive
Debate &
Conversations

Alignment from
leadership down to
frontline employees on
the customer first
transformation mindset

Willingness to speak
their mind and have
difficult conversations
before escalating to
senior leadership

4. Change Agility
Demonstrating
adaptability, flexibility,
innovation, risk taking,
resilience, and ability to
learn from experiences
and setbacks

6. Design Thinking
Ability to create and
implement innovative
strategies with a
customer-centric
approach

1. Analytical
Mindset

3. Experimental
Mindset

5. Systems
Thinking

7. Strategic
Thinking

9. Holistic Problem
Solving

11. Influencing
Virtually

Demonstrating critical
thinking, problem
solving, and ability to
tell a story with data to
influence decision
making

Ability to start small,
learn quickly, and find
the best solution for a
given problem

Demonstrating
awareness and
understanding of the
whole and of how the
parts within are
interdependent

Proactive planning to
achieve results in line
with an organization's
short and long term
goals

Demonstrating
comfortability working
in ambiguity, looking
for the broader picture,
continuously
improving, and asking
questions

Capable of building
trust and motivating
team members, peers,
and clients across
locations to drive work
forward

Employee: Trending Skills

Leaders: Leading with Analytics / MTM Connection Points

1.
2.
3.

Launch of Instructor Survey / Comparison with Participants’ Survey Ratings
• Identified common areas of opportunity; both sides saw the same need for additional resources to
support application of learning on the job
• Instructor point of view on knowledge gain, understanding content, and engagement
Combining MTM Data with Business Unit / Area Data
• Linking business units to survey results identified which business units were confident applying what
they learned and which ones felt there were barriers to application.
• Findings shared with program owners to make data driven program enhancements.
Importance of What If? Thinking
• Data showed that Legal team initially very unsure how to use the course
• By brainstorming a list of use cases and asking the business unit what might work better, we were
able to be agile and make course corrections just in time

Strategy and Reporting: Portfolio Model Info
Operational Efficiency
# Active Courses
% of Catalog
Audience Reach
% L&D Budget Allocation

Drive Growth
767
35%
70%
50%

709
33%
25%
25%

Foundational Skills

Mitigate Risk
# Active Courses
% of Catalog
Audience Reach
% L&D Budget Allocation

# Active Courses
% of Catalog
Audience Reach
% L&D Budget Allocation

142
7%
100%
10%

# Active Courses
% of Catalog
Audience Reach
% L&D Budget Allocation

560
26%
44%
15%

Strategy and Reporting: Portfolio Model Dashboard
Results
Operational Efficiency
 Productivity
 Cycle Time
 Cost
Application

Drive Growth
72%
51%
70%
80%

75%
70%
48%
68%

Foundational Skills

Mitigate Risk
 Safety
 Risk
Quality
Organization Support

 Productivity
 Sales
 Customer Satisfaction
Application

80%
51%
70%
82%

 Productivity
Quality
Learning Effectiveness
Manager Support

80%
75%
70%
50%

Strategy and Reporting:
Portfolio Model Dashboard - Later 2020
Dashboard = reporting that speaks the language of the business
1

Trend (average
or top box %):
Content Quality,
Instructor,
Learning
Effectiveness,
Impact, Value

1

2

2

Barriers to Impact
Why aren’t
students
applying?

How are my
team’s delivery
scores trending
compared to
other KPIs?
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NPS

3

4

5

6

Are learners
recommending
the courses my
instructors
teach?

7

7
Scrap Rate
How much
learning is not
being applied?
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Activity by Instructor
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Ranking: Instructors

(highest activity to lowest, show all)

(Instructor category, Top/Bottom)

how are they being utilized?

How are my instructors performing?
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Ranking: Courses
(Instructor
category, Top
Bottom)
Which courses is
my team
delivering the
best?
Are there courses
my team is
struggling to
deliver?

Allstate Key Learnings & Comms Connection

Communicate with
Customers
Your voice counts! Builds
value and trust

Communicate with
Learning Teams
What is hitting the mark and
what to adjust

Communicate with
Consistency
of brand and processes
across business units

